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Aim

To predict suprathreshold appearance from contrast threshold 

measurements for a wide range of  luminances

Kulikowski’s Model[1]
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Contrast sensitivity thresholds

• Task: 4AFC detection

• Thresholds obtained using 

QUEST

Psychophysical tasks (10 observers)

Experiment Results

Conclusions and future work

Figure 3: Reference and test stimuli displayed on reference and test displays respectively at different luminance levels

Figure 4: Matched contrasts for three colour channels and three frequencies at three different reference contrast levels 

• We have extended Kulikowski’s model to chromatic directions and wider range of 

luminances

• For low luminance levels, Kulikowki’s model predictions are not consistent with our data. 

Contrast appearance matching for mesopic and scotopic levels to be further investigated

• Effect of stimuli size on contrast appearance matching to be investigated

• We intend to verify our suprathreshold contrast matches using complex images

Apparatus (left): high-dynamic range (HDR) display capable of displaying 

up to 15,000 cd/m2 viewed from 91cm in a dark room2

• For both luminance and chromatic contrast matches, Kulikowski’s

model predicts the contrast appearance well for mid to high 

luminance levels ( > 2 cd/m2)

• The predictions are more consistent for luminance and red-green 

channel compared to lime-violet

• For low luminance levels ( < 2 cd/m2), the matched contrasts from 

the observers is much higher than predicted by the model

• Individuals’ threshold contrast sensitivity has a significant impact on 

their respective contrast matching results
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• Perceived apparent contrast is 

proportional to the difference between 

physical and threshold contrast

• Hence, difference between test contrast 

and test threshold contrast matches the 

difference between reference contrast 

and reference threshold contrast
Figure 1 (right): Reference and test stimuli at 200 and 2 

cd/m2 luminance levels respectively. 

Top row: matched contrasts at suprathreshold levels. 

Bottom row: both stimuli at their contrast thresholds 

Figure 2 (left): Reference and test contrast matching 

results  from Kulikowski[1]

Suprathreshold contrast matching

• Task: Method of adjustment

• Physical contrasts recorded as 

mean of 5 observations

Colour Directions Reference suprathreshold cone contrast levels

Name Level 1 Level 2 Level 3

L+M Black and white 0.1495 0.2719 0.4943

L-M Red-Green 0.0246 0.0416 0.0704

S-(L+M) Lime-Violet 0.1939 0.3449 0.6138

Table 1: Fixed suprathreshold contrast values for the three colour channels

• Colour directions: Black-White (C1), Red-green (C2), and Lime-

Violet (C3)

• Spatial Frequencies: 0.5, 2, 4 cpd

• Test luminances: 0.02, 0.2, 2, 20, 200, and 2000 cd/m2

• Reference luminance: 200 cd/m2

• Haploscopic matching method (each eye adapted to a different 

luminance level)

• Task: “Adjust the contrast on the test display such that it matches 

the contrast on the reference display”
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